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Library Bestsellers

Column Editor: Julie Gammon

Bookstores can have their bestsellers, but so can libraries. With this issue of ATG, we will report on titles which are circulated frequently in a variety of contributing libraries. The first contributing library is LSU in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and our list comes courtesy of Chuck Hamaker. Included on this list are 63 titles which were added to the LSU collections between January and August, 1991 and which were the TOP circulated. To be on the list, a book had to have one circulation for each month it was in the library, except no book was included with less than four circulations.


**Approaches to Teaching Dickinson’s Poetry.** Modern Language Association of America, 1989.


**Approaches to Teaching Ellison’s Invisible Man.** Modern Language Association of America, 1989.


continued on page 46


**Publisher Bestsellers**

Column Editor, Julie Gammon (University of Akron)

And, y'all if we can have Library Bestsellers, we can also have Publisher Bestsellers. These are books that publishers tell us are among their most requested titles.

This month, we have bestsellers from Workman Publishing.

**Workman Bestsellers**


And A Fringe Benefit. Here are Hidden Treasures. Books that have received acclaim, but may not be selling as well as the publisher expected.

**Workman Hidden Treasures**


Gail MacColl and Carol McD. Wallace. To Marry An English Lord, Or, How Anglomania Really Got Started. 0-89480-939-3/$14.95 Paper. This is the story of how over 100 heiresses (like Vanderbilt, Rogers, and Whitney) swapped dollars for titles. Selection of the Book-of-the-Month Club.